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ABSTRACT
This paper details the development and validation of a nu-

merical model of the Wavestar wave energy converter (WEC)
developed in WEC-Sim. This numerical model was developed
in support of the WEC Control Competition (WECCCOMP), a
competition with the objective of maximizing WEC performance
over costs through innovative control strategies. WECCCOMP
has two stages: numerical implementation of control strategies,
and experimental implementation. The work presented in this pa-
per is for support of the numerical implementation, where con-
testants are provided a WEC-Sim model of the 1:20 scale Waves-
tar device to develop their control algorithms. This paper details
the development of the numerical model in WEC-Sim and of its
validation through comparison to experimental data.

INTRODUCTION
In order for ocean wave energy to be a viable solution for

our energy future, the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) must
be competitive with other energy generation sources. LCOE is
defined as the ratio of total cost to the total electrical energy pro-
duced over a wave energy converter’s (WEC’s) lifetime, often
reported in units of $/kWh. Accordingly, there are two mecha-
nisms to reduce LCOE: reduce the costs over the lifetime of the
device, or increase its overall electrical energy production. While
these two LCOE reduction mechanisms can be achieved, many
device developers and researchers will need to focus on the trade
off between simultaneously reducing cost and increasing power
performance.

∗Address all correspondence to this author.

Competitions and prizes are often used to promote innova-
tion and reduce technical and market barriers. In the wave en-
ergy field, one such competition is the U.S. Department of En-
ergy (DOE) Water Power Technologies Office-sponsored Wave
Energy Prize [1]. The Wave Energy Prize was an 18-month
design-build-test competition designed to increase the diversity
of organizations involved in WEC technology development, with
the aim to double the average climate capture width per char-
acteristic capital expenditure (or ACE) from ocean waves [2].
Upon completion of the Wave Energy Prize, four teams sur-
passed the goal of doubling energy captured, and the winner
(AquaHarmonics) demonstrated a five-fold technology improve-
ment. Similarly, a hydrodynamic modeling competition for nu-
merical modeling and simulation of a rigid body subject to in-
cident waves was presented by Garcia-Rosa at OMAE 2015 [3].
This code competition was run by the Center for Ocean Energy
Research at Maynooth University, the basis of which was de-
tailed in an OMAE 2014 publication by Costello et al. on nu-
merical model comparison to experimental data for a submerged
horizontal cylinder [4, 5]. Related to competitions are interna-
tional code comparison efforts, such as the International Energy
Agency (IEA) Ocean Energy Systems (OES) Task 10 effort on
modeling WECs, and the IEA OES Offshore Code Comparison
Collaboration (OC3) through Offshore Code Comparison Col-
laboration, Continued with Correlation (OC5) efforts on model-
ing floating offshore wind turbines [6, 7].

The work presented in this paper is in support of the inter-
national WEC Control Competition (WECCCOMP), a competi-
tion with the objective of maximizing WEC benefit-to-cost ratio
through innovative control strategies. The first stage of WECC-
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COMP is implementation of WEC control in a numerical sim-
ulation at model scale using the WEC-Sim code. Contestants
will then be down selected, and the second stage involves imple-
mentation of WEC control in an experimental wave tank. This
paper details development and validation of a WEC-Sim repre-
sentation of a 1-20th scale Wavestar model for WECCCOMP.
The WEC selected for WECCCOMP is a scale model of the
Wavestar WEC, a device that been previoysly deployed in Den-
mark [8]. Prior to WECCCOMP, the Wavestar device was tested
in the wave tank at Aalborg University; data from which has been
used to validate the numerical model of the Wavestar decive de-
veloped in WEC-Sim. For more information on the details of
WECCCOMP, refer to the EWTEC 2017 publication by Ring-
wood et al. and the WECCCOMP website [9, 10].

WEC-SIM
For the first stage of WECCCOMP, a simulation of the

Wavestar device with control will be implemented in WEC-Sim.
WEC-Sim is an open-source code jointly developed by Sandia
National Laboratories (Sandia) and the National Renewable En-
ergy Laboratory (NREL), through funding from DOE’s Water
Power Technologies Office [11]. The WEC-Sim code is devel-
oped in MATLAB/Simulink, uses Simscape Multibody to solve
for a WEC’s rigid body dynamics. WEC-Sim’s implementation
is a collection of MATLAB scripts (*.m files) and Simulink li-
braries (*.slx files) which are hosted on an open-source GitHub
repository [12]. The original v1.0 release of WEC-Sim was in
June 2014, and the current v3.0 version was released in Novem-
ber 2017.

WEC-Sim is a time-domain code that solves for the system
dynamics of WECs consisting of a combination of rigid bod-
ies, power-take-off (PTO) systems, mooring systems, and con-
trol systems. The dynamic response in WEC-Sim is calculated
by solving the WEC’s equation of motion for each rigid body
about its center of gravity Cg in 6 degrees-of-freedom (DOF)
based on Cummins’ formulation, as shown in Eq. (1) [13]. A
WEC’s equation of motion can be written as:

(m+A∞)Ẍ =−
t∫

0

Kr(t−τ)Ẋ(τ)dτ+Fexc+Fvis+Fhs+Fpto (1)

where A∞ is the added mass at infinite frequency, X is the body
displacement (dot denotes a derivative), m is the mass, Kr is the
radiation impulse response function, Fexc is the wave-excitation
force, Fpto is the force on or from the PTO system, Fvis is the
quadratic viscous drag term, and Fhs is the hydrostatic restoring
force. While the WEC equation of motion often includes Fm for
the mooring force, this term has been omitted in Eq. (1) since the
Wavestar device does not include a traditional mooring system.

The WEC-Sim source code includes a preprocessing bound-
ary element method input/output (BEMIO) code that imports hy-
drodynamic data generated by the potential flow solvers WAMIT,
NEMOH, or AQWA, and parses the BEM data into a (*.h5) data
structure that is read by WEC-Sim. The userDefinedFunctions.m
script can be used to postprocess WEC-Sim results in the form of
time-series plots of position, loads, and power. For more infor-
mation about WEC-Sim theory, implementation, functionality,
and application, refer to the WEC-Sim website [11].

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For the second stage of WECCCOMP, a scale model of the

Wavestar device with control will be tested in the University of
Aalborg wave tank. The Wavestar is a single DOF WEC, con-
sisting of a float rigidly connected to an arm (linkage EC) that
rotates around hinge A (see Figure 1). While the experimental
setup includes multiple DOFs connected by kinematic linkages,
the hydrodynamic response of the float-arm can be defined as
pitch motion around a fixed axis at hinge A. The scale model in-
cludes linear position and linear force measurements, which can
be converted to a rotational displacement and torque, and up-
stream wave gauges can then be used as inputs to the controller.
The experimental WEC’s mass properties are listed in Table 1,
and an image of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 1.

TABLE 1. WAVESTAR MODEL DIMENSIONS AND MASS
PROPERTIES RELATIVE TO ORIGIN AT THE STILL WATER LINE
(SWL).

Parameter Value [Unit]

Float Mass 3.075 [kg]

Float Cg (x,z) (0.051, 0.053) [m]

Float MoI (at Cg) 0.001450 [kg ·m2]

Float Draft 0.11 [m]

Float Diameter (at SWL) 0.256 [m]

Arm Mass 1.157 [kg]

Arm Cg (x,z) (-0.330, 0.255) [m]

Arm MoI (at Cg) 0.0606 [kg ·m2]

Hinge A (x,z) (-0.438, 0.302) [m]

Hinge B (x,z) (-0.438, 0.714) [m]

Hinge C (x,z) (-0.621, 0.382) [m]
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FIGURE 1. (LHS) DIAGRAM OF WAVESTAR EXPERIMENTAL SETUP. (MID-LHS) WEC-SIM MODEL OF WAVESTAR DEVICE. (MID-
RHS) IMAGE OF WAVESTAR EXPERIMENTAL SETUP. (RHS) WEC-SIM SIMULATION VISUALIZATION.

NUMERICAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The WEC-Sim model of the Wavestar device was developed
to accurately represent the physical model that will be tested
during the experimental stage of WECCCOMP. The numerical
model includes the float’s hydrodynamic response as well as the
physical inertia of linkages and joints. The model of the Waves-
tar device model in WEC-Sim is shown in Figure 1, along with a
photo and CAD drawing of the model. The WEC-Sim Simulink
model is also provided in Figure 1. It includes the float as a
hydrodynamic body block labeled body(1) in yellow. The con-
nection between the float and arm (point E) is modeled as fixed
connection, labeled constraint(1). Similarly, revolute joints A, B,
and C are labeled constraint(2), constraint(3), and constraint(4),
respectively. The WEC’s nonhydrodynamic bodies are labeled
the following: arm (Rod EC) is body(2), frame is body(3), Rod
BC is body(4), and motor linear actuator mass is body(5). The
movement of Rod BC is modeled by a translational PTO (Lin-
ear Motor) labeled pto(1), which is actuated based on the algo-
rithm written in the controller block. The WECCCOMP con-
troller is to be developed using inputs from the upstream wave
gauge(s) and either the linear force and displacement of the mo-
tor, or the rotary torque and displacement of the float. The con-
troller linear/rotary implementation may be changed by selecting
the appropriate variant subsystem in the model. This numerical
model of the Wavestar device is provided to the WECCCOMP
contestants for development of their controller through a GitHub
repository [14]. In addition, the hydrodynamic boundary ele-
ment method (BEM) solution obtained from WAMIT [15] was
provided to the contestants to limit discrepancies between com-
petitor numerical models. A mesh with 3952 panels was used
to calculate the hydrodynamic radiation added mass, radiation
wave damping, and wave-excitation forces and torques. The hy-
drodynamic coefficients were calculated at ∞ rad/s and between

0.2 rad/s and 40 rad/s with an angular frequency spacing of 0.2
rad/s. Details on the validation of this numerical model based
on preliminary wave tank tests are provided in the following sec-
tions. Results from the WEC-Sim model are compared to ex-
perimental results in terms of the linear motor power, force, and
displacement.

WECCCOMP Evaluation Criteria
WECCCOMP submissions will be evaluated by the organiz-

ers and compared against one another using the following evalu-
ation criterion (EC):

EC =
avg(P)

2+ | f |98
Fmax

+ |z|98
Zmax
− avg|P|
|P|98

(2)

where avg(P) is the average electrical power (in W), | f |98 is the
98th percentile of the absolute motor force time history (in N),
Fmax is the motor force constraint on the PTO (60 N), |z|98 is the
98th percentile of the absolute motor displacement time history
(in m), Zmax is the motor displacement constraint on the PTO
(0.08 m), avg|P| is the mean absolute electrical power (in W) ,
and |P|98 is the 98th percentile of the absolute power time history
(in W). The goal of the control submissions will be to maximize
the EC which acts as a benefit-to-cost ratio. The WECCCOMP
evaluation criteria are used in this paper to assess the validity of
the numerical model.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL VALIDATION: FORCED MO-
TION

The WEC-Sim model was first validated against experimen-
tal tests of the Wavestar device using data from forced motion
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radiation tests. In these tests, Wavestar motion is driven by a
predetermined input force from the linear motor without waves.
These input force signals are useful for system identification of
both linear and nonlinear dynamics as the signals can be designed
to cover the range of allowable amplitudes and periods expected
during operation [16]. The rotational response about point A, of
the rigidly connected float and arm, for three forced motion tests
were completed in this analysis: a chirp test, a random ampli-
tude, random period (RARP) test, and a multisine test. The force
input time series for each test is shown in Figure 2.

In order to have a single value statistic to compare the

FIGURE 2. TIME HISTORY COMPARISON OF THE INPUT
FORCE. THE TOP PLOT IS THE CHIRP TEST, THE MIDDLE PLOT
IS THE RARP TEST, AND THE BOTTOM PLOT IS THE MULTI-
SINE TEST. THE LINEAR MOTOR FORCE IS NORMALIZED BY
THE LARGEST VALUE OBSERVED IN THE TIME SERIES.

time series between the Wavestar experiments and the WEC-Sim
model, the coefficient of determination, R2, was calculated. The
coefficient of determination ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 being a
perfect match between signals. The calculation of coefficient of
determination is given by:

SStot = ∑
i

(
θi− θ̄

)2 (3)

SSres = ∑
i

(
θi− θ̂i

)2
(4)

R2 = 1− SSres

SStot
(5)

where θi is the Wavestar experimental time series, θ̄ is the mean
of the Wavestar experimental time series, SStot is the total sum of
squares, θ̂ is the WEC-Sim time series, SSres is the residual sum
of squares, and R2 is the coefficient of determination. Since the
signal length of WEC-Sim and Wavestar experiments are equal,
so there is no need to normalize by number of samples in this
comparison. For each test listed above, there was only one time-
history used to measure the statistical comparison.

The comparison between the rotational response of WEC-
Sim model and the experimental data set for a chirp time series
is shown in Figure 3. A linear rotational damping coefficient,
located at point A, was used to compensate the response of the
Wavestar to account for unmodeled bearing friction and fluid vis-
cosity in the system. After compensating the model, a value of
0.4 N ·m · s was selected, which led to a coefficient of determi-
nation of 0.89, with the main discrepancies occurring because
of an overprediction by the WEC-Sim model in the rotational
displacement—see Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b)—while WEC-
Sim is able to capture the phase response fairly well.

The comparison between the WEC-Sim model and the
Wavestar experiment for the RARP time series is shown in Fig-
ure 4. The same linear pitch rotational damping coefficient used
to tune the chirp response of the Wavestar has been maintained
for consistency. The resulting RARP coefficient of determina-
tion was calculated to be 0.95, which is an improvement over
the chirp time series. As indicated from the time series in Fig-
ure 4(a), there is good visual agreement that is supported by
the magnitude and phase frequency response of WEC-Sim and
Wavestar experiments; see Figure 4(b). The improved time se-
ries match may be a result of the reduced amplitude of motion
observed in the RARP test compared to the chirp test, which al-
lows the assumption of linear hydrodynamic theory to be more
accurate.

The comparison between WEC-Sim and the Wavestar ex-
periment for the multisine time series is shown in Figure 5. The
multisine input is the test most similar to the eventual irregular
sea states used for WECCCOMP. The same linear damping
coefficient from previous tests was maintained. WEC-Sim had a
coefficient of determination of 0.92, which sits between the chirp
and RARP simulations. It can be observed from Figure 5(b)
that the WEC-Sim rotational magnitude response slightly
overpredicts the Wavestar displacement for wave frequencies
below 7.5 rad/s while underpredicting at higher frequencies.

Overall, the authors consider the current WEC-Sim Waves-
tar model to provide sufficient accuracy in predicting the motion
response in forced motion tests. These tests assisted in validat-
ing the models for the linear motor force response, Wavestar
hydrostatic forces/torques, Wavestar hydrodynamic radiation
forces/torques, and frictional forces.
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(a) WAVESTAR ROTATIONAL DISPLACEMENT CHIRP TIME SERIES

(b) WAVESTAR ROTATIONAL CHIRP MAGNITUDE AND PHASE RE-
SPONSE

FIGURE 3. CHIRP TEST: TIME AND FREQUENCY DOMAIN
COMPARISON OF THE ROTATIONAL DISPLACEMENT BE-
TWEEN WEC-SIM AND WAVESTAR.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL VALIDATION: WAVE EXCITA-
TION

The next step in the validation study was the use of WEC-
Sim to simulate the Wavestar device under irregular wave exci-
tation. In these simulations, the Wavestar device is excited by
incident waves described by a Jonswap spectrum with a signifi-
cant wave height, Hs, of 6 cm, a zero-crossing period, T02, of 1.2
s, and peak enhancement factor of 1.

(a) WAVESTAR ROTATIONAL DISPLACEMENT RARP TIME SERIES

(b) WAVESTAR ROTATIONAL RARP MAGNITUDE AND PHASE RESPONSE

FIGURE 4. RARP TEST: TIME AND FREQUENCY DOMAIN
COMPARISON OF THE ROTATIONAL DISPLACEMENT BE-
TWEEN WEC-SIM AND WAVESTAR.

Wave Excitation: Free Oscillation

The first simulation was run without applying any motor
control force and allowing the WEC to oscillate freely under ir-
regular wave excitation. Because there are no control forces im-
plemented, the simulation results can be used to help compare
the response of the dynamic model constructed in the forced mo-
tion section with the addition of hydrodynamic wave-excitation
forces. The simulation was run with the same constant linear
pitch rotational damping coefficient determined during the forced
motion simulations. The comparison of the linear motor dis-
placement, z, between WEC-Sim and Wavestar is shown in Fig-
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(a) WAVESTAR ROTATIONAL DISPLACEMENT MULTISINE TIME SERIES

(b) WAVESTAR ROTATIONAL MULTISINE FREQUENCY RESPONSE

FIGURE 5. MULTISINE TEST: TIME AND FREQUENCY DO-
MAIN COMPARISON OF THE ROTATIONAL DISPLACEMENT
BETWEEN WEC-SIM AND WAVESTAR.

ure 6.
Figure 6(a) displays the time history of the linear motor dis-

placement for WEC-Sim and Wavestar experiments, which pro-
vides a coefficient of determination for the motor displacement,
R2

m, of 0.94. This is reflected in good visual agreement in Fig-
ure 6; however, this metric is not used in the evaluation criteria
described in Eq. (2). Therefore, the 98th percentile of the abso-
lute value of the linear motor displacement, |z|98, was calculated
for comparison. The absolute value of the linear motor displace-
ment was sorted in ascending order and plotted in Figure 6(b).
There is very good agreement between the simulation and ex-

periments with WEC-Sim providing a 98th percentile value that
is 97% of the Wavestar experiment. It can be observed from
Figure 6(b) that WEC-Sim slightly underestimates the absolute
value of the linear displacement for the data points between the
80th and 98th percentile and the maximum linear motor displace-
ment is larger for the Wavestar experiments.

The comparison of the frequency response between WEC-
Sim and the Wavestar experiments has been plotted in Fig-
ure 6(c). Overall, the phase difference is minimal at the most
energetic frequencies, while the Wavestar experiment appears to
have a slightly larger response in the wave frequencies above
5.5 rad/s. The discrepancy at higher wave frequencies might be
explained by the pitch linear damping coefficient, which has a
greater influence in the high-frequency regime. The pitch lin-
ear damping coefficient might also have been overpredicted, as it
was determined in forced motion tests (there is no control force
applied in this test case). However, results show there is good
overall agreement between WEC-Sim and the Wavestar experi-
ments for the uncontrolled wave-excitation response in irregular
waves.

Wave Excitation: Controller Response
Using the same wave elevation time series, four tests were

completed to validate the ability of WEC-Sim to simulate the
force generated by the linear motor during control experiments.
For these tests, a resistive control law was implemented that gen-
erated a motor command torque that was equal to the product
of the Wavestar angular velocity and a constant linear rotational
damping coefficient. The tests are labeled as 2, 3, 4, and 5, which
correspond to rotational damping coefficients of 5, 10, 15, and
20 N ·m · s, respectively. A rotational-to-linear conversion block
has been added to the WEC-Sim Simulink model to calculate an
equivalent linear motor force to match the commanded control
torque.

A comparison of the performance metrics used to calculate
the evaluation criteria between WEC-Sim and the Wavestar ex-
periments can be found in Table 2 and Table 3. There is good
agreement between simulations and experiments with the differ-
ence in EC between WEC-Sim and Wavestar peaking at 7% for
test 5. However, as the PTO rotational damping coefficient is
increased, WEC-Sim predicts greater peaks in motor power, mo-
tor force, and motor displacement. The overprediction may be
the result of unmodeled motor controller dynamics that are not
accounted for in WEC-Sim. As the PTO rotational damping co-
efficient increases the linear rotational drag coefficient can be in-
creased to improve matching between WEC-Sim and the Waves-
tar experiments. The linear rotational drag coefficient determined
in the forced motion tests led to a significant overprediction by
WEC-Sim in average power and needed to be increased to 1.8
N ·m · s for improved matching. The linear rotational drag coef-
ficient of 1.8 N ·m · s was used to calculate the values in Table 2
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(a) WAVESTAR MOTOR DISPLACEMENT

(b) SORTED NORMALIZED ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE WAVESTAR MO-
TOR DISPLACEMENT

(c) WAVESTAR MOTOR DISPLACEMENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE

FIGURE 6. TIME HISTORY COMPARISON OF THE MOTOR
DISPLACEMENT BETWEEN THE WEC-SIM AND WAVESTAR
EXPERIMENTS FOR SIMULATION WITHOUT CONTROL.

and Table 3.
The time histories the from WEC-Sim and Wavestar exper-

TABLE 2. EXPERIMENT EVALUATION CRITERIA METRICS

Test avg(P) | f |98
Fmax

|z|98
Zmax

avg|P|
|P|98

EC

2 0.076 0.161 0.204 0.145 0.034

3 0.084 0.242 0.161 0.145 0.037

4 0.080 0.292 0.134 0.140 0.035

5 0.073 0.328 0.111 0.135 0.032

TABLE 3. WEC-SIM EVALUATION CRITERIA METRICS

Test avg(P) | f |98
Fmax

|z|98
Zmax

avg|P|
|P|98

EC

2 0.072 0.152 0.200 0.156 0.033

3 0.086 0.241 0.164 0.148 0.038

4 0.085 0.302 0.137 0.141 0.037

5 0.079 0.342 0.116 0.137 0.034

iments for test case 3 have been plotted in Figure 7. As expected
from the performance metrics in Table 2 and Table 3, there is
good visual agreement between WEC-Sim and the Wavestar ex-
periments for the linear instantaneous motor power, force, and
displacement. In Figure 7(b), there are two signals from WEC-
Sim and Wavestar that correspond to the commanded and mea-
sured/predicted linear motor force. The control law calculates the
desired motor force while there is a separate motor controller that
is responsible for meeting the commanded motor force. How-
ever, the motor controller does not provide a perfect match be-
tween commanded and measured force. A transfer function was
created from the Wavestar experimental data and implemented
in the WEC-Sim Simulink model. Results show that the transfer
function realization performs well at modeling the physical re-
sponse of the motor.

The absolute values of the linear motor instantaneous power,
motor force, and motor displacement were sorted in ascending
order for test case 3 and plotted in Figure 8 to compare the 98th

percentiles. Of the four test cases, test case 3 had the best match-
ing between WEC-Sim and the Wavestar experiments so it is not
surprising that the 98th percentiles for the instantaneous electrical
power, PTO force, and PTO displacement are within a few per-
cent. However, it can be observed that at the tail of the plots, be-
tween the 99th and 99.9th percentiles, WEC-Sim reports greater
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values in motor power, force, and displacement. The 98th per-
centile was chosen as it was considered a better statistical repre-
sentation of the expected peak value. Individual peaks observed
during the simulations could be dependent on constructive inter-
actions between wave components because of the random phase
angles selected to reconstruct the irregular incident wave eleva-
tion. The tail end of the sorted time series begins to grow expo-
nentially and the peak value can be significantly larger than the
98th percentile. The plots show the ratio of the peak value to the
98th percentile is 3, 1.8, and 2 times greater for the linear motor
power, force, and displacement, respectively.

The frequency response of the motor instantaneous power,
force, and displacement are plotted in Figure 9. Overall, there
is good agreement in the magnitude and phase response between
the WEC-Sim and Wavestar experiments. In the frequency range
with the greatest power concentration, between 4.0 rad/s and 6
rad/s, WEC-Sim does appear to slightly overpredict the magni-
tude response for motor force and displacement, but the phase
difference is minimal. While in the high-frequency range, above
6 rad/s, the WEC-Sim begins to underpredict the magnitude re-
sponse; however, because the motion is only 30% of the peak,
this should not have as large an impact on the average electrical
power and 98th percentile calculations.

CONCLUSION
The work presented in this paper describes the validation of

a numerical model of the Wavestar device developed in WEC-
Sim. This numerical model was developed in support of the
WEC Control Competition (WECCCOMP), a competition with
the objective of maximizing WEC power production through in-
novative control strategies. WECCCOMP has two stages: nu-
merical implementation of control strategies and experimental
implementation. The WEC-Sim model was developed for stage
one, numerical control implementation, where contestants are
provided a WEC-Sim model of the Wavestar device to develop
their control algorithm. The simulated response of the WEC-
Sim model provided in this paper was compared against Waves-
tar wave tank experiments provided by Aalborg University. The
validation study began with forced motion tests that did not in-
clude wave excitation, where the Wavestar motion was driven by
a predetermined input force from the linear motor. These tests as-
sisted in validating the motor force response and system dynam-
ics that included effects from hydrostatic forces, hydrodynamic
radiation forces, and adjusted frictional forces. Next, the vali-
dation study included wave-excitation forces and implemented a
linear-resistive control strategy. Four different linear PTO damp-
ing coefficients were tested and the performance metrics used to
calculate evaluation criteria were reported, with discrepancies in
the evaluation criteria staying within 7%. Comparisons of the
time histories, 98th percentile, and frequency response between
WEC-Sim and the Wavestar experiments were all in good agree-

(a) WAVESTAR MOTOR INSTANTANEOUS POWER

(b) WAVESTAR MOTOR FORCE

(c) WAVESTAR MOTOR DISPLACEMENT

FIGURE 7. TEST CASE 3: TIME HISTORY COMPARISON OF
MOTOR INSTANTANEOUS POWER, MOTOR FORCE, AND MO-
TOR DISPLACEMENT BETWEEN WEC-SIM AND THE WAVES-
TAR EXPERIMENTS.
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(a) SORTED WAVESTAR MOTOR INSTANTANEOUS POWER

(b) SORTED WAVESTAR MOTOR FORCE

(c) SORTED WAVESTAR MOTOR DISPLACEMENT

FIGURE 8. TEST CASE 3: COMPARISON OF 98th PERCENTILE
OF MOTOR INSTANTANEOUS POWER, MOTOR FORCE, AND
MOTOR DISPLACEMENT BETWEEN WEC-SIM AND THE
WAVESTAR EXPERIMENTS.

(a) MOTOR INSTANTANEOUS POWER FREQUENCY RESPONSE

(b) MOTOR FORCE FREQUENCY RESPONSE

(c) MOTOR DISPLACEMENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE

FIGURE 9. TEST CASE 3: COMPARISON OF THE FREQUENCY
RESPONSE OF MOTOR INSTANTANEOUS POWER, MOTOR
FORCE, AND MOTOR DISPLACEMENT BETWEEN WEC-SIM
AND THE WAVESTAR EXPERIMENTS.
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ment with small discrepancies identified; however, these discrep-
ancies are not expected to affect the evaluation criteria in the
comparative nature of the competition. The validation study be-
tween the simulations and wave tank experiments demonstrated
WEC-Sim’s ability to accurately simulate device response and
power performance. Future work will include verification of the
device natural frequencies and free decay behavior that was not
included in this work, but is important for further verification of
the dynamic model.
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